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Northwest Interstate Compact
On Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management
P.O. Box 47600. Olympia, Washington 98504-7600. (360) 407-7102. Mike Gamer, Executive Director

January 29, 2010

Mr. Michael T. Lesar, Chief
Rulemaking and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BOlM
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Re: Docket ID NRC-2009-0520 - Request for Comment on Blending of Low-Level Radioactive
Waste

Dear Mr. Lesar:

The Northwest Interstate Compact is providing comments on the questions put forward by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in its federal register notice regarding "Blending of Low-Level Radioactive Waste".

What safety and security considerations are associated with blending of LLRW, particularly large scale
blending that result in a change in waste classification?

No comment.

What are the practical considerations in operating a facility that bear on blending of LLRW?

A disposal facility located within an interstate compact that has exercised its exclusionary authority
must ensure that only those low-level wastes provided access are accepted for disposal. To accomplish
this, the disposal facility must know the true generator of the low-level waste. If NRC's blending policy
results in the loss of the identity of the original generator of the low-level waste it Would undermine a
compact's ability to effectively regulate its exclusionary authority as provided by federal law.

What policy issues are raised by blending of LLRW that lowers the waste classification?

It seems important that NRC does everything possible to maintain or improve the public's confidence in
the methods by which low-level wastes are managed. If NRC were to expand its blending policy to
simply facilitate disposal it will erode public confidence.

Such a policy could be viewed as downgrading the classification of low-level waste simply to
accommodate disposal. The Clive, Utah disposal facility is licensed to accept Class A low-level waste
only. Blending could provide Class B and C low-level waste access to the Clive facility. If allowed,
blending would be viewed by many as a loophole that provides access to low-level waste the facility is
not licensed to accept. Such action will weaken the public's perception regarding the management of
low-level wastes.
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NRC is budgeting resources to initiate a long-term rulemaking to revise the waste classification system.
How might alternative waste classification systems be affected by blending?

No comment

What oversight might be needed to ensure that blending is performed appropriately?

No comment

What other issues should NRC staff consider in developing options for Commission consideration related
to blending?

NRC should ensure that its decision does not compromise an interstate .compact's ability to effectively
regulate its exclusionary authority. This could occur if the NRC were to allow re-attribution of low-
level waste following blending.

NRC needs to consider how the public will perceive its blending policy. NRC should ensure its
decision will maintain or improve the public's confidence in the management of low-level waste. A
policy that enables a Class A licensed facility to also accept Class B and C low-level wastes does not
accomplish this.

NRC should not view the closure of the Barnwell facility to out-of-region low-level waste as a reason to
adopt policies that would provide access to low-level wastes that would not otherwise have access.
Lack of access should be an incentive for future site development.

Thank you for providing the opportunity for parties to comment on this issue.

Mike Garner, Executive Director
Northwest Interstate Compact

cc: Northwest Compact Committee
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What are the potential blending policies/positions that NRC could take and the advantages and
disadvantages of each?

Waste classifications play an important role in the management of low-level waste and the development
of low-level waste disposal facilities. Utah was willing to license a facility to accept Class A low-level
waste only. Adoption of a blending policy that provides Class B and C low-level waste access will
likely erode the public's confidence in how low-level wastes are managed. Utah citizens would say the
state licensed the facility to accept Class A low-level waste only, not Class B and C low-level waste.

Any blending policy should require the identity of the original generator to be maintained. This will
ensure an interstate compact's ability to regulate its exclusionary authority is not compromised.

How should NRC implement a position on blending of LLRW(ie., by rulemaking, guidance, policy

statement or other means?

.By rulemaking, to ensure the public is provided with an opportunity to comment on the proposed rule.

If a rule were to be promulgated, what compatibility category should it be; ie., how strictly must
agreement states follow any NRC rule?

No comment

NRC regulations only require waste to be classified when it's ready for disposal. What advantages or
disadvantages might there be to classifying it-earlier?

If earlier classification would negate re-attribution of low-level waste following processing or blending
it would be beneficial to interstate compacts. This could help a compact ensure only authorized low-
level wastes are provided disposal access. Processing or blending should not be used as a means to
change the generator of the waste.

If blended waste could not be attributed to the original generator of the waste, what issues does this raise
that NRC should address, if any?

It would raise significant issues for interstate compacts and disposal facilities located within their
regions. The primary incentive for states to enter into interstate compacts is the exclusionary authority
provided by federal law. Once the original generator of the waste is lost it becomes impossible for a
compact or a disposal facility to ensure that only those low-level wastes with authorized access are
being provided disposal access. NRC should not take action that undercuts the effectiveness of
interstate compacts.

What would be a risk-informed, performance-based approach to addressing blending?

No comment

Given that Agreement States are not required to adopt NRC's guidance on blending, how are different
states addressing this issue? What are the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches?

No comment
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